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SUMjJARY 
The effects of mass distribution on lateral stability 
and control characteristics of an airplane have been deter-
mined by flight tests of a model in the NACA free-flight 
tunnel.· In the investigation, the rol~ing .and yawing mo~ents 
of inertia. were increased from normal values to values up to 
five times nor~al. For each moment-of-inerti;a condition, 
combinations of dihedral and vertical-tail area .. reprc.senti~g 
, 
a variety of airplane configurations were tested. 
The results of the flight tests of the model werc_ .cor-
related with calculated stability and control characteristics 
and, in gene.ral, .. goodagre-ement was obtained. The tests 
showed the following effects of increased rollinG and yawing 
'. 
, 
moments of inertia: no appreciable change in sp\+ral s ta~ .. 
\ '. 
bili ty; reduc tions in o'scilla tory stabili ty that tlore . 
serious at high values of dihedral; a reduction in\ the 
sensitivity of the model to gust disturbances; and \~.reduc-
. .. 
tion in rolling acceleration provided by the ailerons,. whic:q 
2. 
caused a marked increase in time to reach a given angle 
of bank. The general flight behavior of the r.1.odel became 
worse wi th inCl"easing moments of inertia but, wi th combirla-
tlons of small effective dihedral and large vertical-tail 
area, satisfactory flight characteristics were obtained at 
all moment-of-inerti~ conditions. 
INTRODUC'l'ION 
A recent trend in design has been to distribute weight 
along the wings of an airplane inste~d of concentrating it 
in the fu~elage. This pedi stribution of ,,'!eit;ht, which 
has been brought about largely by changes fro!~· single-
engine to twin~enbine design and by the increased use of 
wing glli'1S and vd.ng fuel tanks, ha.s resulted in f,reatel' 
rolling and yawinr; moment:::: of inertia fOl~ the a1rplarie and 
has thereby increased the difficulty of 6btaining satisfac-
tory lateral stability. BecHuse of this trend, theoretical 
investigations (references I and 2) have recently been 
made to determine the effects of large increases· in moments 
of inertia on lateral stability. rphe r'8nults of these 
investigations· indicated that the y;ange of values ,':If 
dihedral Bnd vertical-tail area for sat1sfactorj osclllatory 
stability becomes progressively smaller wi th increr.lf3ing 
moments of inertia. 
In order to verify experimentally· the re 31.1.1 t 3 of such 
theoretical investigations and to deter:m:!.ne the effects of 
3 
the indicated stability changes on eenera1 flight behavior, 
an investlgation has been carried out.in the NACA free-
flight tunnel VIi th a 1/10- scale, free-f1yj_ng dynamic model 
loaded to represent a wide ranee of values of rolling and 
yawing moments of inertia. For each moment-of~inertia 
conditioll, a range of dihedral qng}es and vertical-tail 
areas that represented, a variety of airplane confiGuratLms 
was covered. 
Calc:.~lations were made to deternine the theoretical 
stability and cont.rol characteristics of tll.6 particular 
model. tes ted in order that the results obtained by theor~T 
and experiment could be correlated. 
m 
q 
SYIVIBOLS 
radius of gyration about x 
radius of gyration about 
moment of inertia about- X 
moment of inertia abou.t Z 
mc-ss, sluGs 
lift coefficient .(L/qS) 
axis, feet 
axis, feet 
axis, 
axis, 
slug-feet2 
2 
slug-feet 
. lateral-force coefficient (Y/qS) 
yawing-moment coefficient 
rolling-noment coefficient 
11ft, pounds 
lateral force, pounds 
(yavvine ~(loment) 
\ qbS I 
(rollin.s momen.L9 
\ ~" S 
' '-1 0 .. 
dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot (~pV2) 
4 
b wing span, feet 
c wing chord, feet 
S wing area,' s'quare feet 
rate of chance of yawing-moment coef·ficient viith angle 
of sideslip, per radian (0 Cn/O p) 
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with 8.ngle 
of sideslip,- per radian (OC7.,/o[3) 
rate of change of lateral-force coefficient with angle 
of 8ideslip, per radian (oCy/O'~) 
rate of change of 'yawing-moment coefficient with yav'Ting 
. l' 
i.7 
" 
velocity, per unit of rb/2V 
rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with rolli.ng 
velocity, pel' unit of pb/2V 
rate of chang~ of rolling-moment coefficient with rolling 
velocity, per unit of pb/2V (~C ;. 'A .EQ) \ u 7., . u 2V 
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with yawing 
velocity, per unitoi' rb/2V 
angle of sideslip, radians 
yawing angular velocity, radians per second 
airspeed, feet per second 
p rolling angular ~elocity, radians or degrees per second 
p air density, slugs per cubic foot 
P perlod of lateral oscillation, seconds 
t time, seconds 
5 
~ angle of bank, degrees 
0/ angle of yaw, degrees 
5f flap deflection, degrees 
R Routh's discriminant 
D"E coefficients in stability quartic equation, given in 
reference I 
APPARATUS 
The investigation was carried out in the NACA f'ree-
flight tunnel, which is equipped. for tes.tlnc free-flying 
dynamic airplane models. A complete description of the 
tunnel and its operation is given in refel'ence 3. Force 
tests J'l1ade to determine the static lateral-stabj.li ty deri iJ-· 
atives were run on the free-flight-tunnel six-component 
balance described in reference 4. A photo[raph of the. 
test section of the tunnel showing a Eodel in flight is 
given as figure 1. 
A three-view drawing of the model used in the tests 
is shown in figure 2" and photographs of the model are 
presented in figures 3 and 4. The l/IO-scale model, 
which in over-all dimensions represented a m.odern fighter 
airplane" was constructed principally of balsa and was 
equipped w:i. th movable control surface s similar to those 
described in referen~e~ 3 and 4. For all tests, the 
model was equipped with a split flap 60 percent of the 
. " 
wing span and 25 nercent of the wing chord. The flap 
was deflected 600 • 
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The rolling and yawing Moments of inertia of the model 
were varied by shifting lead weights from the fuselage to 
the wing tips. The effective dihedral was chanGed by alter-
ing the geometric dihedral anfle of the outer panel, as 
indicated in figure 2. Four geometrically similar vertical 
ta'1ls (fig. 2) were used on the model to produce changes in 
?ertical-tail area. 
tIETHODS 
Stability and Control 
Calculations 
Boundaries for neutral spiral stability (5 = 0), neutral 
oscillatory stability (R = 0), and neutral directional sta-
bility (D = 0) were calculated for all moment-of-inertia 
conditions by means of the stability equations of reference 5. 
Values of the static lateral-stability derivatives, C , 
np 
CL' and 
f3 
Cy ,used in the calculations were obtained from fopce 
-13 
tests of the model. The value of the rotary derivative C 
nr 
was obtained from free-oscillation tests of the r.1oo.el in the 
free-flight tunnel (reference 6); wherea~, the other rotary 
derivatives, Cn ' Ct ' and Ct ' were estimated from the charts 
. p p r 
of reference 7 and fran the formulas of reference 1. Values 
nf the stability derivatives used in the calculations are 
given in table I. All the calculated boundaries are shown 
011 the stability chart of figure 5. 
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The period of the literal oscillation was calculated 
for some conditions by une of formula (21) given in 
reference 5. 
The banking motions of 'the model following abrupt 
aileron maneuvers with different moments of inertia ~ere 
calculated for a condition of small positive dihedral 
and large vertical-tail area. For these calculations 
the method of reference 8 was used and the ~odel was asswned 
to have freedo~ only in roll. 
Testing Procedure 
The model was flown at each test condition and its 
stabili ty and control characteristics were noted b:r the, 
pilot. In addition, notion-picture records were made 
of 80111e flights in order to supplement the pilot's observa-
tions wj, th quantitatIve sta'b:Lli ty and control data. 
The spiral stab1lity of the yr;.odel was determined by 
visual observation during sideslips across the tunnel with 
controls fixed. Increasing inward sideslip was taken as 
an indication of spiral instability. 
General oscillatory stability characteristics with 
controls fixed were noted by the pilot, and the damping 
and period of the lateral oscillations after abrupt rudder 
deflections were recorded by the cameras for each test 
condition. 
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. The directional stabili ty was judged by the yawing 
behavior of the model after gust disturbances and by the 
amount of adverse yawing produced by aileron control. 
The steadiness, or the reaction of the model to the 
normal gustiness in the air stream, was noted for all test 
conditions. This chaFacteristic was apparently. not very 
closely related to other stability characteristics and was 
therefore judged independently. 
The effectiveness of the ailerons in rolling the model 
was noted by the pilot and was r,1easured from camera records 
of abrupt aileron maneuvers. The effect of adverse yawing 
on aileron control for the various test conditions was 
determined by visual observation. 
Throughout the investigation, an effort was m~de. to 
determine the best combinations of dihedral and vertical-
tail area for each moment-of-inertia condition and to 
establish on the lateral stability chart (-C L against C ) ~ np 
the boundaries between regions of satisfactory and unsatls-
factory flight behavior. Flight-behavior ratings based on 
the pilot's opi~ion of the general stability and control 
characteristics of the Model were recorded for each test 
condition. Although the accuracy of these ratings depended 
upon the pilot's ability to recognize nnsatisfactory condi-
tions, it is believed that the ratings give a true indica-
tion of the effect of changes in the variables involved because 
each rating was based on a number of separ'ate flights. 
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. ,RAnGE OJ? V,ARIABLES 
The parameters varied during the investigation were 
rolling and yavJing moments of iner~~a, effective dihedral 
f-c'[, "), and effective vertical-tail area. ('cn ). \ ~ .p~ The 
weight of the model was held constant to simulate an alT'-
plane wing loa~lin['; of 30 pounds per I:qual'e' foot. All the 
tests were made at an air8peed of 51 feet per second, 
which corresp'Jnded to a' lift' coefficient of 1.0 . 
. Because the rolline and yawing Moments of inertia 
were 6hanged by varying the radii of gyration, Ie and 
X 
kZ' while the' weight was held constant, the inertia changes 
in this invest!gation are expressed in terms of 
These ratios or their reciprocals a~e the conven-
tional nondimensional expressions for radii of gyration in 
stability calculations. 
In making the noment-of-inertia chane;es, kv/b and 
J .. 
kZ/b Vlere varied in such a manner that the·value of 
~\? k \ 2 \~ -'(bX) reaained constant. C~1anC'ing the Y:'10rlOnts of 
inertia in this way corresponds to 'chanping the proportion 
of weight carried in the ~ngs. In the tests with,high 
values of ISc/b and kZ/b, the 1':lodel., therf.lfore represented 
an airplane with·such loads as guns, ammunition, ,anc~ fuel 
tanks installed in the wings instead of the fuselage. 
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Three moment-of-inertia conditions were tested corre-
I 
sponding to the values of kv/b al1dkr>/b in the follovIing table, 
. .J~ I.. 
in which the relative valuef! of m.oments of inertia are also 
given in order to afford a better indication of the magnitude 
of the inertia changes: 
I 
COnditiOnl kX/b 
!0.127 1.00 '\0.197 
'\ I ! .200 2.49 1 .247 
A 
B 
C 
1.-· 
.f.J 
"]:,-, (CoLdi-
tion A) 
1.00 
L57 
2.67 L · 286 ., 5.08 \.322 r------'oO.------___ ~----..;..-------·-
These moment-of-inertia conditions are represented on 
the graph of kX/b agains t kZ/b in figure 6 by the po ints 
A, B, and C. Condition A is intended to si~ulate an aver-
age mass distribution for modern single-engine fighter' 
airplanes~ Condition B represents ths probable upper 
limit of moments of inertia for present-day conventidnal 
airplanes. Condition C represents the. extremely high 
values of the parameters kX/b and kZ/b that result in the 
case of airplanes with very small span or with excep-
tionally large loads in the wings. Condition every 
nearly simulates the moments of inertia of a flying wing 
wi th uniforr.l spanwise f,1.ass distribution. 
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In order to illustrate the trend of present-day 
airplanes toward higher mor.ients of inertia, various 
other points are also plotted in figure 6. The squares 
connected by arrows show this trend in successive models 
of single-engine fighter airplanes of the SUl,,6 design. 
The triangles represent mass distribuUcns of sever'al r.!odern 
twin-engine and multiengine designs. 
An example is f.lven in fi[ure '6 to show the effect 
on mpments of inertia of adding large bombs 'Jr extra fuel 
tanks to the wings oj'> a typical fighter airplane. rrhe 
position of the maSA distribution of this airplane on the 
plot is changed from Y to Z by th.e addi t:ton of a 
2000-pound bomb or fuel tank midway out. on each vv'ing. It 
is evident that an installation of this kind substantially 
increases the rolling and yawing moments of inertia. 
Three values of dihedral were used in the tests: a 
large positive dihsdral; a small positive dihedral, and a 
moderate negative dihedral, which are reppesented by the 
symbols L, S, and N, respectively. The value of C~ for 
~ 
each dihedral varied slightly with vel ... tical-tail area, as 
shown in figure 5. The four vertical tails used in the 
tests and desirnated by the number'S 1, 21 C, and 4 (fig. 2) 
provided a range of C from 0.01 to '0.12. 
n{3 Exact values 
f6r each model confi~uration were deter-of Cn and C"[, {3 {3 
mined by force tests 'of the. X"lod61 and are shovm in figure 5. 
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The various configurations are represented by combinations 
of symbols, for convenience. and brevity; for example, condi-
tion S3B has snaIl positive dihedral S, vertical tail 3, 
and moment-of-inertia condition B. 
Hl;;SUL'fS AHD DISCUSSION 
Spiral Stability 
The spiral stability of the model was not e.ffected by 
changes in moments of inertia. The flight tests agreed with 
theory in this respect for, as indicated in figure 5, the 
theoretical spiral stability boundary is not changed by 
vari8.tion of ky/b Ratings for spiral stability 
Jl. 
for the va~ious model configurations are presented in 
figure 7. 
It was interestin~ to note that, for the negative 
dihedral dondition, increasin8 the moments of inertia 
did not ma terislly increase the difficu·l ty of flying t.he 
" "110 de 1. It might be expected that, because of the spiral 
instability with negative dihedral, increasing the rolling 
moment of inertia, and consequ~ntly reducing the rolling 
acceleration produced by the ailerons, would cause diffi-
culty in recovering from a banked attitude. Such was not 
the case, however, probably because the acceleration of the 
dropping wing after a gust disturbance was also smaller with 
the increased inertia. At tines this reduced rolling 
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acceleration even caused ati apparent improvement in ~piral 
~tability because ~he model seemed to diverge more slowly 
following-a r,ust dist;urbance. 
The flight-test results emphasized the fact that, for 
the range of conditions tested, spiral instabili t-,v has 
virtually no significance in determining general flight 
characteristics. It can be seen from figure 7 that the 
model was spirally unstable with both the small positive 
and ~he negative dihedrals. Yet eVEn with the negative 
dihedral, no rapid spiral dive~gence was not~d and the 
model was not appreciably harder to fly than with the 
large positive dihedral. 
Oscillatory Stability 
Increasing the moments of inertia definitely reduced 
the oscillator7! stability of the model and forsoT'1e model 
confir;ur'a tions introduced concH tions of dangerous 08cilla-
tory instability. The data of figure 8 show craphically 
the changes in the daMping of the lateral oscillation with 
change in mass distribution for various combinations of 
and 
dihedral/vertical-tail area. Inasmuch as an accurate 
quantitative measure-of the damping could not be obt-alned for 
all conditions, the results a~e-presented in the form of 
qualitative ratings for darJping at each condition. The 
approximate quantitative equivalents of these rntings are: 
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,-.... -- .. ----;--.------------r-------------.. -.. -- .. -------, Qualitative 
rating 
Approximate i 
quantitative e(~liVa~~~t! Rating 
A Stable 
BSlightly stable 
C Jeutral 
D Slightly unstable 
E Dangerously unstable 
Damps to one-half 
amplitude in less 
than two cycles 
Damps to one-half 
amplitude in two 
cycle s or l~lore 
Zero danping 
Builds up to double 
amplitude in more 
than one cycle 
Builds up to double 
amplitude in one 
cycle or less 
------_. ------_._-_._--"'--------- ----- ---_ .. -
A comparison of the theoretical oscillatory stability 
~oundaries (R = 0) in figure 8 with the ratings for damping 
of the oscillation obtained in the flight tests of the model 
indicates good agreement between theory. and flight results. 
Figure 9 shows that increasi.ng the.moments of inertia 
causecl~n increase in the period of the late~al 08c11la-
tion, as indicated by theory. The exp~ri.mentally deter~ 
mined values for the period were slir:;htly smaller than the 
calculated values. 
The ratings in figure 8 show that, al t 1>:; ugh increasing 
the moments of inertia reduced the oscillatory stability for 
v;i..rtually all mo~el conflgurations, the marnltude of the 
reduction varied greatly for the different combinations of 
I 
dihedral and vertical. tail area. In general, the effects of 
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moment of inertia on the oscillation damping we're more 
pronolmced. wi th the large dihedral and the si'?1all vertical-
tail areas. This variation in the magnitude of inertia 
effects with model configuration was in good agreement with 
the variation indicated by the shifting of the theoretical 
oscillatory stability boundarles shown on the stability 
charts (-C L against en ) in figure 8. With increasing 
" .. ~ 
momen ts of inertia the b()Lmda:d.e s move upward and lnward 
on the charts and there'J~r S}-lOVl the grea te st inertia. effects 
at large valueo of -C, and small values of Cn • It &~. . ~ 
appears both from these boundary shifts and from ·the flight 
ratings for oscillation clamping that a complete picture of 
the effects of increased mOMents of inertia on osciJ.latory 
stability can b~ obtained only by an analysis of tho effcicts 
over a wide. range of model configurations. 
dihedral, the effect of lncreased moments of inertia. on 
08ci11a tory stabili ty was rela ti.vely s~-:1al.l for all values 
of vertical-tail area. Even for the condition of l~ast 
osclllatory damping with this dihedral (cond:i.tion S1C), 
no unstable 03cill8.. tion::! were noted although the danping 
was very light. With the two largest vertical tail~ 
(tails 3 and 4) and the small dihedral, the oRcillutory 
stability for conditions Band C, though less than that 
. for condition A, was conroidered satisfactory. 
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Large positive dihedral.- With the large positive dihedral, 
increasing the Moments of inertia caused pronounced reductions 
in oscillatory stability for all values of vertical-tail area. 
Condit'ions of dangerous oscillatory instability were encoun-
tered with the smallest tall (tail 1) at loading condition B 
and with ail tails. except the largest (tail 4) at loading, 
condition C. These unstable conditions were considered 
dangerous hecause sustained flights were inpossible as a 
result of oscillations that increased in anplitude despite 
intensive efforts of the pilot to control the model. For 
some conditions, such 8S L3B and L4C, unstable oscillations 
were encountered 5,n flights wi th contro'ls fixed, but. these 
oscillations could be term~,nated at will b~J control appl~ca­
tions and were therefore not considered particularly danger-
ous. 
The pronounced effect of moments of inertia on oscil-
latory stabllity with the large positive dihedral is illus-
trated graphtcally in figure 10 by photographically. recorded 
time histories of fliChts at cond:itlonsL3A, L3I3,. and,L3C~ 
The two upper s,ets of curvc,;s in f:tgure 10 are pe.cords of· the 
latera.l oscillations wi th. controls fixed, which were started 
by abrupt rudder. deflections. A comparison of the curves 
shows that changing frof;] mOY'lEnt-of-inertia condition A 
moment-of-inertia condi tion B caused t~'le model to become 
to 
oscilla torily uns table, in. flir;hts . vITi th controls fixed. As 
:' .. -
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pointed out in the preceding paragraph, however, this 
instaaili ty was not espec-ially. dangerous when the lateral 
," ... 
controls were used properly. 
The two lower sets of curves in figure 10 show that 
increasing the morn~rits of inertia from condition A to 
cond! tion C produced an ill1stable 08cilla tion that could 
not be stopped by aileron and rudder control. 1. tcondi-
tion L3C, the oscillatlon not only continued to build up 
despite aileron-cont~olmovementB but also was of such 
strength that its period was .not appreciably al tared by 
~he control applications. The flights at this condition, 
of course, were of Very short duration and were usually 
terminated by an abrupt sideslip to the floor of the 
tunnel after the model had attained a very steep angle 
of bank. The notion-picture record for condition LoA, 
which is in sharp' contrast vdth that of conditiOn L3C, 
shows the positive'and almost instantaneous effect of the 
ailerons in returning the model to level flight wi~h 
normal moments of inertia and serves to emphasize the 
magnitude of the instabilit:;r that effectively nu:llified 
the aileron control at condition 13C. The apparently 
unstable yav!ing motion shQ,;vn in the rec.ord of condi tion 
L3A was probably caused by the fact that the ruddel1 
control applied sim,ultaneously wi th the ailel'on control 
19 
used to bank the model was not always of the required magni-
tude nor in the proper direction for returning the model to 
unyawed flight. 
Negati'le dihedral.- VJith the negative dihedral, the 
effects of Moment of inertia on oscillatory stability.were 
less than w:!. th the posi ti ve dihedrals and were 31':1all for 
all values of vertical-tail area •. With this dihedral, the 
lateral oscillatidn appeared to have a satisfactory rate· of 
damping for all conditions except with tte smallest tail 
(tail 1). A peculiar and sometimes violent form of insta-
bility vias encountered at cond:i.tions rHA, NIB, and IUC. 
The instability, which appeared to be more directional than. 
oscillatory in nature, was usually evidenced by yawing 
motions that increased in r1agnitude even when the ailerons 
and the rudder were used for control. . In so~e fliphts at 
this unstablecondi-tion, the model yawed to a large angle 
and then rolled off abruptl;! with the leading wing going 
down. It was interesting to note ,that the flight behavi.or 
of the model wi th the negative dihedral and tail 1 ir:;proved 
wi th increasing mor1ents of inertia. This snrprising effect 
appeared to be a direct result of slower, and therefore more 
easily contI'olled, yawing motions of the moq,el with the 
higher r10ments of inertia. 
The ratings for damping of the oscillation in figure 
8 for conditions NIA, N1B, and NIC are given in parentheses 
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because of the lillcertalnty as to whether the instability 
was oscillatory or directional in nature. It should be 
noted that these condltioI1S .on the stability diagram fall 
very near the boundary for neutral directional 2tability 
(D =- 0) • In the negative dihedral ranee, and in fact for 
all spirally unstable conditions, the R =- 0 boundary is 
not an indication of neutral oscillatory stability because 
E, one of the coefficients of the stability equation, is 
nega.ti VB. An exa~ination of the roots of the stability 
equations for several negative dihedral conditiona, however,. 
reveals thHt oscillatory stability theoretically exists 
well below the D = 0 boundary. It appears, therefore, 
that over the neeatlve dihedral range directional diver-
gence will occur beforeo~cillatory instabilit~ as indicated 
by the flight tests of the model. 
Reaction to Gusts 
The reaction of the !!lodel to the normal gustiness 
in the air stream was improved by increasing the moments 
'of inertia. VIi th the high values of kX/b and kz/b, the 
model was less sensitive to gust disturbances during 
smooth flight and appeared to be steadier both in roll and 
in yaw than with the lower moments of inertia. This 
effect, Which was apparently purely inertial, was considered 
beneficial frm:l a staoill ty standpoint, but like sone aero-
dynamic stabilizing effects VIas detrimental to lateral 
control, as will be shown in the following section. 
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It should be pointed out ,that the benefici~l effects 
of high moments of inertia, on 'the lateral steadiness of 
the model were present only during smooth fli.ght. Once 
the smooth flight of the model was int.errupted by a partj.c-
ularly violent gust or control 'disturbance, the high moments 
of inertia prolbnged the effect of the disturbance Rnd 
increased the difficulty of returning to steady flight. 
Lateral Control 
Increasine the mOMents of inertia caused T'1.ark6d 
increases in the time to reach a ~iven angle of bank with 
aileron control. It is eviden't. from the time histories 
of I3.brupt aileron maneuvers shown in figure 11 that this 
reduction VlaS caused by decreased rolling acceleration. 
The model accelerated so slov.rly' during aileron maneuvers 
at conditions Band C that maximum rollinf, velocities 
could not be rer,ched durinr; the limited time and space 
available for the maneuvers. 
Figure 11 shows that the tent results,were in excellent 
agreement with calculations of the pure banking motion 
of the model. ThesGcalcula tions, which \vere based on 
the assumption that' the model had freedom onl~T in roll, 
indicate that the maxirlUm rolling velocity is not affected 
by changes in'moments of inertia. Complete calculations 
of the banJdng motion of an airplane wi th three degrees 
of frE?edom (unpublished data) show, however, that increasing 
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the moments of inertia reduces the final rolling velocity 
as well as the acceleration in roll. In any event, it 
appears that, with a very high rolling moment of inertia, 
the reduction in rolling acceleration alone is sufficient 
to lengthen noticeably the time required to attain a given 
angle of bank with aileron control. 
The ~eBt data of figure 11 are made applicable to 
the airplane by additional scales for rolling velocity 
and .time. By means of these scales, a better indication 
can be obtained of the eff~cts of high moments of inertia 
on the angle of bank reached in a given time or on the 
time required to reach a given angle of bank for the full-
scale airpl&ne. 
General Fli8ht Behavior 
. 'rhe general flight behavior became worse tNi th increas-
ing r.lOments of inertia, as shown by the flight-behavior 
ratings in figure 12. It appeared that oscillatory sta-
bility was the predominant factor influencing the pilot's 
opinion of the general flight behavior, as is indicated 
by the similarity of the ratings on figures 8 and 12 for 
corregponding test conditions. The magnitude of the 
detrimental effects of increased inertia on general flight 
behavior, as on oscillatory stability, was dependent upon 
the model configuration; the greatest effects were observed 
with the large positive dihedral and trie least effects 
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were noted wi th the large vertical tails (t'ails 3 and 4) used 
in ,combination with the negative or small positive dihedrals. 
Combinations of dihedral and vertical-tail area that' 
gave satisfactory flight behavior at the different moment-
of-inertia conditions are indicated in figure 12 by approxi-
mate boundaries that separate satisfactory and unsatlsfactory 
regions on the stability charts. It is apparent from the 
manner in which the boundaries shift that the number of satis-
factory. combInations of 'dihedral and vertical-tail area 
d~creased with increasing inertia. One model confi~~ation 
(~mall positive dihedral and vertical tail 4), however, pro-
vided good general flight behavior for all moment-of-inertia 
conditions tested. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The effects of increased rolling and yawing moments 
of inertia on the lateral stability and c.ontrol charac ter-
istics of an airplane as determined by tests of a model 
ip the free-flight tunnel may be surnmarized as follows: 
1. In general, the test results were in good agree-
ment with t!leory ,in regard to the effects of'moments of 
. , 
inertia on lateral stabili~y nnd control. 
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2. Increasing the moments of inertia did not 
affect spiral stability and did not increase the 
difficulty of flying at a condition of spiral insta-
bility. 
3. Increasinr, the moments of inertj.a reduced 
oscillatory stability. . With negntive or ~mall 
positive dihedral the reduction in stability was not· 
great even with the small vertical tails. With the 
large positive dihedral l however, large increases in 
the moments of inertia introduced dangerous oscillatory 
instability, especially with the smaller vertical tails. 
4. ijJi th high noments of inertia, the model was 
less sensi ti ve to gust dis6J.rbances and consequently 
flew more smoothly than with the normal !:"toments of 
inertia. 
S. Increasing th~ moments of inertia reduced 
the rolling acceleration provided by the ailerons 
and thereby caused a marked increase in the time 
required to attain a given angle of bank. 
6. The ceneral flight behavior became worse 
with increasing moments of inertia. The greatest 
effects of increased inertia were observed at 
conditions of large dihedral and small vertical-
tail area. 
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7. Satisfactory flight chara~teristics for all moment-
of-inertia condi tions 'U·ere obtained wi th the small dihedral 
(Ct. P = -0.038)· and the large vertical tail area (Cn~ = 0.11). 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,. __ 
Na.tional Ad~i13oPY ·Commi.ttee for Aeronautics., 
Langley Field, Va.· .. 
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